
Honors Physics
Gen. William J. Palmer High School

Course Outline, Expectations, and Important Info

INSTRUCTOR: Mr. Nathaniel Lohmann
(nathaniel.lohmann@d11.org)

ROOM: 21

SUPPORT TIME: Periods 1 and 5, before/after school by
appointment, select Thursdays after school (please see
“Support” section below)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Welcome to physics at Palmer! I am so glad you’ve decided to take this challenging yet worthwhile

journey through the most fundamental of the experimental sciences. Through physics, we are able to explain
the laws which govern our entire universe--from the very smallest particles to the very largest galaxies. The
material in this course will focus on the relationship between physics and everyday life. Topics we will explore
include (course order subject to change):

1. Physics Bootcamp 6. Work, Power, and Energy

2. Motion in One Dimension 7. Electricity and Magnetism

3. Motion in Two Dimensions 8. Waves, Sound, Light, Optics

4. Balanced and Unbalanced Forces 9. Thermodynamics and Fluids

5. Momentum 10. Atomic and Nuclear Physics

REQUIRED MATERIALS:
Please bring the following to class everyday: something to write with, paper, calculator (please do

yourself a favor...don’t rely on a phone calculator. Bring at least a scientific calculator). You will also need
at-home access to an internet-enabled device to connect with Schoology. Please let me know if this is an issue
for you.

CLASS EXPECTATIONS:
Everybody who has a stake in our classroom culture is expected to abide by four key principles:

People
● Respect ALL who enter

our classroom
● Be kind in action and

word
● Assume good will and

come from kindness

Place
● Respect our classroom and

our equipment
● Interact with equipment
only when given permission

● Maintain a positive, safe
learning environment

Presence
● Be in the now

● Keep cell phones/
headphones away

● Be part of the class
conversation, not side

conversations

Process
● Be where you need to be,

when you need to be there
● Follow instructions the first

time they are given
● Turn work in on time



ATTENDANCE:
The single most important thing you can do for your success is attend class! Due to the

lab-based, collaborative nature of this class, it is vital that you attend class everyday. Unexcused absences and
tardies will greatly affect your understanding of the material and may result in disciplinary action (per PHS
policy, if you arrive 10 or more minutes after the start of class, you will be marked absent). If you must be
absent, please check with the Schoology calendar and the instructor to see what will be missed. If you are
absent on a lab or test day, you must make an appointment with the instructor. Just remember the more you
keep me informed, the more I can do to help you.

GRADING POLICY:
We will be using the traditional A-B grade scale. Your course grade is based upon the successful

completion of the following types of assignments:

1. Course Administration (5% of course grade): Catch-all category for all non-physics assignments
(i.e. syllabus signature, grade check forms, surveys, etc.)

1. In-class and at-home practice (20% of course grade): practice will be in the form of practice
problems and worksheets. All work should be neat, organized, and easy to read. Practice will
generally be 10 points per assignment, but they can vary depending on length and difficulty of
assignment. Half of these points will come from completion, the other half from accuracy
as demonstrated by a few selected questions.

2. Labs/Projects (25% of course grade): most lab and project reports will be submitted online using
the lab format discussed in class. Some points can be earned for neat, organized work.

3. Unit Summatives/Tests/Practicums/Quizzes (50% of course grade): Tests will be a compilation
of past homework questions, lab practicums, and other test questions from the vast question
bank held at Palmer. They must be completed in the allotted time.*** Please, please, please
don’t ask me right before or right after you take a test if it will be curved.***

LATE WORK:
Assignments and labs will be accepted up to three days after they are due for full credit, Tests and

quizzes must be made-up within one week. Late work will not be accepted after these grace periods.

SUPPORT:
As a student in physics, you can expect me to do everything in my power to help you achieve the level

of success and mastery that you desire. While I can’t take exams or “learn” the material for you, I strive to
make myself available to offer support as often as I can. I am available before and after school, and during 1st
and 5th periods most school days (please let me know if you are going to stop by. If I don’t know you’re coming
I might not be there!). Additionally, I offer help rooms most Thursday afternoons for work time, homework help,
or lab time. These Thursday help sessions are an ideal time to do makeup labs and work on group
projects.

ACADEMIC HONESTY:
Academic integrity and honesty is expected at all times. Plagiarism and cheating (including assisting

another person cheat) will, in all cases, result in failure of the specific assignment and could lead to failure of
the course. Parents may be contacted and students may be referred for disciplinary action depending on the
nature and severity of the violation. While lab partners are expected to be collaborative during an investigation
and are allowed to share data, all other results and conclusions are to be completed individually. Below are
examples of actions that would be a violation of academic honesty (this list is not inclusive):



Plagiarism:
● Copying all or part of another student’s assignment that was to have been done independently
● Loaning an assignment for another student to copy
● Copying materials from the internet or from published materials without giving proper credit

Cheating:
● Using notes when not allowed
● Copying from another student’s paper during an assignment or exam
● Requesting or giving answers to another student verbally, electronically, or showing test

answers
● Changing answers on an assignment when given the responsibility of self-correction
● Changing answers on a test paper after it has been returned (unless instructed to do so)
● Theft or use of a stolen examination or quiz
● Taking and/or sharing photos of assessments without the teacher’s permission

CONTENT OVERVIEW:
Below is a more in-depth scope and sequence of the course:

Motion in One Dimensions
Essential Ideas:

1. Motion may be described and analysed by the use of graphs and equations
Key Understandings: Speed and velocity, acceleration, equations of motion
Lab Inquiries: Modelling object moving at constant velocity, modelling object moving at non-constant
velocity, determining the acceleration of free-fall

Motion in Two Dimensions
Essential Ideas:

1. Motion may be described and analysed by the use of graphs and equations
Key Understandings: Speed and velocity, acceleration, equations of motion, projectile motion, terminal
speed, point particles
Lab Inquiries: Relationship between angle and range of projectiles

Balanced and Unbalanced Forces
Essential Ideas:

1. Motion may be described and analysed by the use of graphs and equations
2. Classical physics requires force to change a state of motion, as suggested by Newton’s Laws
3. A force applied perpendicular to its displacement can result in circular motion
4. The Newtonian idea of gravitational force acting between two spherical bodies and the laws of

mechanics create a model that can be used to calculate the motion of planets
Key Understandings: Free-body diagram, Newton’s laws of motion, friction, angular displacement and
velocity, centripetal force, centripetal acceleration, Newton’s Law of Gravitation, gravitational field strength
Lab Inquiries: Modelling unbalanced forces, investigating variables which influence friction, determining
mass on the end of a string, circular obstacle course

Momentum
Essential Ideas:

1. Motion may be described and analysed by the use of graphs and equations
2. Conservation of momentum is an example of a law that is never violated

Key Understandings: Impulse, conservation of linear momentum, elastic and inelastic collisions, and
explosions.
Lab Inquiries: Modelling conservation of momentum

Work, Power, and Energy
Essential Ideas:

1. The fundamental concept of energy lays the basis upon which much of science is built
Key Understandings: Work and energy, power, conservation of energy, efficiency
Lab Inquiries: Mousetrap car competition



Electricity and Magnetism
Essential Ideas:

1. When charges move an electric current is created
2. One of the earliest uses for electricity was to produce light and heat. This technology continues to

have a major impact on the lives of people around the world
3. Electric cells allow us to store energy in a chemical form

Key Understandings: charge, field, Coulomb’s law, current, potential difference, circuits, Kirchhoff’s laws,
heating effect, resistance, Ohm’s law, resistivity, power, cells, internal resistance, terminal pd, emf, magnetic
fields, magnetic force, field patterns
Lab Inquiries: Mapping electric fields produced by point charges and plates of charge, determining
mathematical relationships among current, potential, and resistance, mathematical relationship for resistors
in series and parallel, investigating one or more of the factors that affect resistance

Waves, Sound, Light, and Optics
Essential Ideas:

1. A study of oscillations underpins many areas of physics with simple harmonic motion (shm), a
fundamental oscillation that appears in various natural phenomena

2. There are many forms of waves available to be studied. A common characteristic of all travelling
waves is that they carry energy, but generally the medium through which they travel will not be
permanently disturbed

3. All waves can be described by the same sets of mathematical ideas.
4. Waves interact with media and each other in a number of ways that can be unexpected and useful
5. When travelling waves meet they can superpose to form standing waves in which energy may not be

transferred
Key Understandings: simple harmonic motion, travelling waves, wavelength, frequency, period, wave
speed, electromagnetic waves, mechanical waves, amplitude, superposition, polarization, reflection,
refraction, Snell’s law, interference pattern, double-slit interference, path difference, standing waves,
boundaries, nodes and antinodes, converging and diverging lenses and mirrors, ray diagrams, images
Lab Inquiries: variables that influence the period of a simple pendulum, investigating the speed of sound,
determining refractive index through the application of Snell’s Law, investigating real and virtual images
using lenses and, when possible, mirrors

Thermodynamics and Fluids
Essential Ideas:

1. Thermal physics links macroscopic measurements essential to many scientific models with the
microscopic properties that underlie these models

2. The properties of ideal gases allow scientists to make predictions of the behavior of real gases
3. Fluids cannot be modelled as point particles. Their distinguishable response to compression from

solids creates a set of characteristics that require an in- depth study.
Key Understandings: molecular theory, solid, liquid and gases, temperature,
internal energy, specific heat capacity, latent heat, pressure, ideal gas law, kinetic theory of ideal gases,real
and ideal gases, density, buoyancy, Archimedes’ principle, Pascal’s principle, Bernoulli effect
Lab Inquiries: Applying the calorimetric techniques of specific heat capacity or specific
latent heat, modelling mathematical relationships among pressure, volume, and temperature of a gas,
determine buoyancy forces using Archimedes’ principle

Atomic and Nuclear Physics
Essential Ideas:

1. In the microscopic world energy is discrete
2. Energy can be released in nuclear decays and reactions as a result of the relationship between

mass and energy
Key Understandings: discrete energy levels, fundamental forces, alpha decay, beta decay, gamma
emission, half-life, absorption characteristics, isotopes, background radiation, unified atomic mass units,
mass defect, binding energy, nuclear fission and fusion
Lab Inquiries: Investigating half-life of dry ice, investigating the emission spectra of gases



Please remove this page and return to Mr. Lohmann

Dear Parent/Guardian,

Please take a moment to read the course expectations with your student and sign below. The strongest ally I
have in the classroom is you. Working together, we can produce the most positive results in your student’s
education. Thank you in advance for your support. Please do not hesitate to email me if you have any
concerns or questions.

I have read and understand the above course expectations.

________________________________ _____________________________
Student (please print) Parent/Guardian (please print)

________________________________ _____________________________
Student (please sign) Parent/Guardian (please sign)

If you ever have any questions or comments regarding your student's progress, or any other related matters,
please feel free to email me and I will get back to you as soon as possible. My email address is
nathaniel.lohmann@d11.org.

Please provide me with your email address, as it is the best way for me to contact you.

________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian email address(es)

❏ Please check the box if you would like to be added to the student email distribution list in addition to the
parent/guardian list. I send emails to students about every two weeks with important updates, due
dates, and announcements. Emails to the parent/guardian list, which you will automatically be added to,
occur much less often.

mailto:nathaniel.lohmann@d11.org

